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Scale and scope

• High risk vs whole population
• High risk v whole population
• Slice and dice disease groups  vs whole population
• issues to consider – small v large risk pools
• Scale - much more difficult to see the “optimum size”
• Dangers of market concentration
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Key points
Recent H Affairs Busse article1 explored the notion of scope and scale (admittedly obliquely). 

My own interpretation of this is that the German population based approach across all sectors 
offers perhaps the best potential for improving quality and reducing cost. 

A narrower focus may (or may not according to the recent evaluations in England) achieve more 
limited and narrowly defined aims. A large population may be a critical element, as will simplicity 
and clear incentives. 

Us experience is increasingly clear – financial benefit will NOT come from high risk, but will come 
from assiduous and long term attention to medium risk.

High risk or whole population 
Those (inc Chris ham) who make a case that such a thing should focus entirely on high risk 
populations are wrong, in my view. The evidence more clearly point to the fact that a focus on 
high risk is necessary, but the investment in intervention may not yield a positive ROI. Many have 
advocated that a focus on the medium risk populations is the approach most likely to yield short to 
medium term savings. 

Actuarially speaking – spreading risk across a large population makes financial sense.  In the US 
the ACO network is generally WHOLE population, not just high risk. Want the low to medium risk in 
the population – come in for preventive services and wellness. 

http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/33/9/1549.abstract?etoc
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Slice and dice disease groups  vs whole population
Most of the examples of integration (or whatever you call it) are at small scale Small groups of 
highly defined patients - HIV, CF 30k general population

V v few examples of being done at scale across big systems and whole populations ACO is the 
difference (but pre loaded by large investment from ACA)

My personal view - RESIST slicing and dicing 

may seem intuitively easier – thus temptation to slice and dice

Whatever way it’s sliced or diced.....doesn’t take away the fundamental issues of the wider 
population at large

It might be easier to learn the basics and fundamentals in smaller sliced populations and allow 
quicker scaling across a larger and more diverse population

NHS NEEDS TO DO THIS NOW, BECAUSE THE BIG COMMERCIALS WILL (AND ARE)   GETTING 
INTO THIS MARKET AND WILL MOVE IN AGGRESSIVELY

THIS IS MORE LIKELY WITH CURRENT GOVT, AND MAY BE ENABLED BY TTIP.

Q re Slicing and dicing - eg CVD, DM vs whole population
May create a bunch of horizontal silos vs vertical silos

No clear answer one way or the other

Eat the elephant whole vs slice it up

How much risk do you want to take / need to take, how quick

Provider destabilisation

Fragmentation

Interfaces between different bits of other pathways.....eg complication of diabetes

Issues around risk dumping - stuff managed in standard GMS contract may get incentivised to be 
dumped into MSK provider

If total population approach and accountable care approach for a population, can the commissioner 
say it has discharged it’s commissioning responsibility
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Dealing with primary care, specialised etc

Dealing with provider dominance.....and provider actually changing the model - bringing third sector 
bodies into the party...ie not maintaining business as normal

Bigger the population in the contract....then perhaps a higher danger smaller providers loose out

Bigger population based models, and the contractual arrangements that go with them are more 
likely to be challenged and face difficulties

Issues to consider in small v large risk pools
The smaller the pool of risk - the more variable and volatile this risk will be across the population - 
and we know this much wrt to the risk strat scores and the lability of the score in individuals.....thus 
same will be true across smaller population...Churn etc…. we now have the data to prove relatively 
high churn. This is critical!

This will then have a bearing on the willingness or not of a provider to take on the risk of “coming 
up with a better way of doing things” for a small high risk population (>75, multiple morbidities etc 
etc however we cut it) even if there is gain and risk sharing in place ie the issue of can you actually 
make a difference in THIS group of patients....etc.etc...

I would think that it’s a more attractive prospect (from a provider perspective) to be able to pool 
(financial and clinical) risks of a bigger population together....so provider can spread high risk over 
lots of low risk. 

Rationale for whole population is that there are less perverse incentives to cream skim and bigger 
risk pool.

However – more defined and tighter scope arguably “easier” and less of a step change – thus 
more “doable”.

Risk spreading, econs of scale and scope, too large to be nuanced an responsive – financial risk, 
clinical risk, population health risk.

Scale - much more difficult to see the “optimum size”
•  Population - There’s a risk pool element to this... What is the scale at which low risk subsidise 

high risk 
•  Administrative - what’s the optimal side from the perspective of admin burden Closeness to the 

frontline - clinically 
•  Econs of scale from the perspective of making investments in new service models or 

infrastructure 
• Payer level size vs provider level size, the considerations may be different
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Scale 
Much more difficult to see the “optimum size”. there are plenty of views, often backed up with 
evidence, that anything from 20k to 500k is “optimal.” 

Issues to consider include
•  Sense of “ideal” – most are min of 20k…..economies of scale for a larger population, versus the 

“closeness” of a small population
•  Medicare rules stipulate that 5k is smallest. 5,000 patients is probably too few to achieve 

sufficient savings, spread overheads and achieve economies of scale and related cost savings. 
Longer-established integrated delivery systems cover much bigger populations and over time 
have developed the experience and capabilities to deliver sustainable improvements in the 
quality of care within the resources they have available

•  Footprint for planning and provision. Some of this major reform is a massive task. Does it make 
sense to do this in small population or large population. What is optimal planning and delivery 
footprint 

• Danger of market concentration been noted by many US commentators
• Up front IT costs, case and care managers. For a new ACO = $1-2m just to get off ground. 
•  The most successful ACOs are developing complex care management programmes for these 

population groups
•  They are using team-based and technology-enabled approaches so patients with complex 

chronic illnesses are actively engaged 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. But this is a substantial 
investment, albeit with relatively short return

•  According to the National ACO Survey conducted in 2013, organizations will need $4 million of 
capital on average to start an ACO2. However, many safety-net providers have limited financial 
reserves or no ready access to capital to fund these investments. Even if ACOs promise long-
term shared savings, they still require upfront capital to launch delivery system transformation

Dangers of market concentration and vertical integration
The push for improving savings and quality may inherently push providers to concentrate in an 
effort to achieve economies of scale. This may adversely affect  prices (market dominance) and 
adversely affect smaller providers and physician groups. 

This is an untested phenomena specifically in the context of the ACO experiment, however there 
is a growing body of literature on this in the States3. Also untested is large providers capability 
to manage population risk4 - if too large with too much market power then there is a danger of a 
larger failure if it transpires that the hypothesis5 of provider managing population risk by vertical 
integration is wrong. This hypothesis was the central tenant of the ACO stream of the ACA, and 
was a key feature of the failure of HMO movement (alongside a focus only on cost stripping at the 
expense of quality). It remains to be seen whether any new form of organisation or network will 
have the organisational capabilities. 
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It is known that hospital consolidation can lead to higher inpatient prices6 and vertially integrated 
networks can raise OP prices7. Obviously a great deal of learning is from the USA, some of the 
general principals will apply elsewhere. 

•  To quote the Health Affairs blog directly – “Local, state, and federal governments cannot and 
will not allow important providers to go belly up. Too many people will be left without medical 
care, and too many health care workers will lose their jobs. The moral hazard will be immense. 
Networks, knowing that they will not bear the costs of taking risks, will over-expand, underprice 
their products, and overspend in the pursuit of market dominance. In 2014, the American 
Hospital Association urged, “CMS not to require that Pioneer ACOs establish significant 
financial reserves.” Unlike the financial institutions bailed out in 2008, undercapitalized provider 
networks will be unable to repay the government. Taxpayers will be left holding the bag” 

Whats “in” scope wise
• Is primary care (GMS / PMS) in
• Specialised?
• Social care?
• Perspective – all care, all population. Wellness, illness, palliation etc?

Within the total scope what are the sub segments. What are they
•  Eg Frail elderly (high risk, care coord, ensure in receipt of high value interventions) – concierge 

medicine etc.
•  Well and healthy (H promo, keep them well etc). Scale up “wellness” programmes. Must be 

backed by supportive policy interventions to create “healthy environment” 
•  Others? - paediatric poorly / end of life / younger complex comorbid etc / physical / mental 

diagnosis etc 
• Maybe would pay to have less not more segments
 

 
1  Health Affairs, 33, no.9 (2014):1549-1558. Integrated Care Experiences And Outcomes In Germany, The Netherlands, 

And England. Busse. http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/33/9/1549.abstract?etoc

2 https://www.naacos.com/pdf/ACOSurveyFinal012114.pdf 
3 Recent JAMA paper on market concentration for eg. 

4  Also recent H Affairs blog - http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2016/01/12/are-provider-led-health-care-networks-too-big-to-fail/

5 http://annals.org/article.aspx?articleid=746295

6 http://www.rwjf.org/content/dam/farm/reports/issue_briefs/2012/rwjf73261

7 http://archinte.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=2463591

http://www.aha.org/advocacy-issues/letter/2014/140417-cl-aco.pdf
http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/33/9/1549.abstract?etoc
https://www.naacos.com/pdf/ACOSurveyFinal012114.pdf
http://healthaffairs.org/blog/2016/01/12/are-provider-led-health-care-networks-too-big-to-fail/

